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Assesses to what extent increased international cooperation could help selected
financial centres in Europe respond to the future risks and opportunities facing them.
The book identifies challenges that the jurisdictions face in coming years by means of
representative samples and systematic comparisons of financial centres.
Capital Market Reform in Asia is a compilation of selected papers that captures the
essence of the issues and challenges that contributed to capital market reform in the
Asian region. The central theme of this volume is to chart the progress of capital market
development in Asia after the 1997–1998 Asian financial crisis, to understand the
complex process of capital market deepening in emerging market economies, and to
acknowledge that in the aftermath of the global financial crisis of 2007–2009, robust
Asian capital markets are crucial for mobilizing domestic savings for investments in
Asia, both nationally and regionally. The book provides new insights into several
important themes in capital market reforms in asia and is written by Asian financial
policymakers, practitioners, scholars and experts invited by the organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and the Asian Development Bank
Institute (ADBI).
Financial services are an ever increasing part of the infrastructure of everyday life.
From banking to credit, insurance to investment and mortgages to advice, we all
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consume financial services, and many millions globally work in the sector. Moreover,
the way we consume them is changing with the growing dominance of fintech and Big
Data. Yet, the part of financial services that we engage with as consumers is just the tip
of a vast network of markets, institutions and regulators – and fraudsters too. Many
books about financial services are designed to serve corporate finance education,
focusing on capital structures, maximising shareholder value, regulatory compliance
and other business-oriented topics. A Practical Guide to Financial Services:
Knowledge, Opportunities and Inclusion is different: it swings the perspective towards
the end-user, the customer, the essential but often overlooked participant without whom
retail financial services markets would not exist. While still introducing all the key areas
of financial services, it explores how the sector serves or sometimes fails to serve
consumers, why consumers need protection in some areas and what form that
protection takes, and how consumers can best navigate the risks and uncertainties that
are inherent in financial products and services. For consumers, a greater understanding
of how the financial system works is a prerequisite of ensuring that the system works
for their benefit. For students of financial services – those aspiring to or those already
working in the sector – understanding the consumer perspective is an essential part of
becoming an effective, holistically informed and ethical member of the financial services
community. A Practical Guide to Financial Services: Knowledge, Opportunities and
Inclusion will equip you for both these roles. The editors and authors of A Practical
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Guide to Financial Services: Knowledge, Opportunities and Inclusion combine a wealth
of financial services, educational and consumer-oriented practitioner experience.
Financial technology—or fintech—is gaining in popularity globally as a way of making
financial services more efficient and accessible. In rapidly developing China, fintech is
taking off, catering to markets that state-owned banks and an undersized financial
sector do not serve amid a backdrop of growing consumption and a large, tech-savvy
millennial generation. It is becoming increasingly likely that some of China’s fintech
firms will change the way the world does business. In China’s Fintech Explosion, Sara
Hsu and Jianjun Li explore the transformative potential of China’s financial-technology
industry, describing the risks and rewards for participants as well as the impact on
consumers. They cover fintech’s many subsectors, such as digital payment systems,
peer-to-peer lending and crowdfunding, credit card issuance, internet banks, blockchain
finance and virtual currencies, and online insurance. The book highlights the disruption
of traditional banking as well as the risks of fintech and regulatory technology. Hsu and
Li describe major companies including Alipay and Tencent, developer of WeChat Pay
and a wealth-management business, and other leading fintech firms such as
Creditease, Zhong An Insurance, and JD Finance. Offering expert analysis of market
potential, risks, and competition, as well as case studies of firms and consumer
behavior, China’s Fintech Explosion is a must-read for anyone interested in one of the
world’s breakout sectors.
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The dynamics of the asset management business are complex and geographically
diverse. Products and vendors compete within and across markets and often shade into
each other. Regulation can differ dramatically according to financial systems and
functions. Here are discussed the major asset management sectors—pension funds,
mutual funds, alternative investment vehicles, and private wealth management. Despite
the complexity of the industry, common threads run through the discussion—growth,
risk, and cost—that cannot be ignored by asset managers hoping to be sustainably
profitable. What is required to excel includes distribution in leading markets, product
breadth and consistency, global money management expertise, and capital strength.
Also needed are technological capability, marketing and customer service skills,
defensible pricing, low-cost production, and a strong brand. All these characteristics
must be rooted in an affirmative culture with cohesive senior management and a
talented and motivated staff.
Technology-driven innovation in financial services has been attracting global attention
and interest. FinTech innovation is presenting a paradigm shift in financial services
affecting a wide range of products, processes and services but also sparking a broader
evolutionary transformation, growth opportunities and foundational systemic and
structural changes in light of technological interdependencies among market players,
infrastructures and ecosystem stakeholders.Transformation Dynamics in FinTech
contributes to the intellectual curiosity around the symbiotic relationship of finance and
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technology by focusing on the multidimensional and multidisciplinary role of open
innovation within FinTech innovation, observing and communicating the latest
technological, managerial, governance, policy and regulatory perspectives, trends and
developments.This book is an essential reading for anyone interested in the growing
and evolving development of FinTech ecosystems based on new capabilities and
structures that create new dominant architectural designs, which determine competitive
dynamics, products, services, processes, business models, markets, value chains,
within an open and transformed financial services industry landscape.
Hedge funds have become important players in the U.S. & global capital markets.
These largely unregulated funds use: a variety of complex trading strategies &
instruments, in their liberal use of leverage, in their opacity to outsiders, & in their
convex compensation structure. These differences can exacerbate market failures
associated with agency problems, externalities, & moral hazard. Counterparty credit
risk mgmt. (CCRM) practices are the first line of defense against market disruptions
with potential systemic consequences. This article examines how the unique nature of
hedge funds may generate market failures that make CCRM for exposures to the funds
intrinsically more difficult to manage, both for regulated institutions & for policymakers.
Ill.
In Principles of Quantitative Equity Investing, pioneering financial researcher Dr. Sugata
Ray demonstrates how to invest successfully in US equities with quantitative strategies,
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using rigorous rule sets to decide when and what to trade. Whether you’re a serious
investor, professional advisor, or student of finance, Ray will help you determine the
optimal quantitative rules for your investing objectives, and then "backtest" their
performance through any historical time period. He demonstrates each key technique
using state-of-the-art Equities Lab software — and this book comes with 20 weeks of
free access to Equities Lab, plus a discount on its purchase. Ray covers key topics
including stock screening, portfolio rebalancing, market timing, returns and dividends,
benchmarks, bespoke measures, and more. He also presents a series of powerful
screens built by many of the world’s most successful investors. Together, this
guidebook and software combine to offer a turnkey solution for creating virtually any
quantitative strategy, and then accurately estimating its performance and risk
characteristics — helping you systematically maximize your profits and control your risk.
Wealth management is one of the areas in which banks and other personal financial services
players are investing heavily. But the market is changing fast. Going forward, players therefore
need to adapt their strategies to the new realities: what worked in the past will not, for the most
part, be appropriate in the future. This unique book, written by a former McKinsey consultant,
offers an up-to-date, detailed, practical understanding of this exciting area of financial services.
Over the past two decades, through unprecedented levels of prosperity and changing values,
luxury tourism has transformed into a new consumption pattern. This book analyzes the topic
in detail with contributions from both recognized scientists and prominent executives in the
luxury business. It shows how the concept of luxury has shifted from material to immaterial
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dimensions, and outlines new trends that will shape the luxury market in the future. The
content includes carefully selected leading examples from the most important segments of the
tourism market, along with concrete recommendations and best practices. Sharing unique
insights, the book is a must-read for those working in the tourism industry, as well as lecturers
and university students of tourism.
This study examines the current legislature and best practice corporate governance for
institutional investors in Germany and the United States. Differences in investment regulation,
compliance and disclosure requirements, as well as expense and tax schemes are identified
for insurance companies and the pension fund industry. Based on current academic literature,
hypotheses about the impact of different regulatory regimes are derived and tested empirically
in a comparison between Germany and the United States over the last five years. Differences
in asset allocation between the two countries are determined for both industries. It is shown
that the strict quantitative regulation of asset allocation in Germany has no negative impact on
institutional investors’ performance, yet it reduces the realized risk measured through
depreciation. A principal component regression reveals that asset allocation constitutes a
relevant indicator for depreciation and performance in Germany. It can be inferred that the
investment regulation in Germany poses little disadvantages for investors while it provides a
significant risk reduction. This conclusion is confirmed by practitioners from the pension fund
industry in Germany.
This book provides a new and definitive overview of customer experience and how it can be
managed and enhanced in one of the most dynamic industries in the world—the service
industry. Its highly qualified international team of contributors ensures that it adopts a global
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perspective, and clearly outlines the key theoretical perspectives of customer experience,
covering customer experience both from demand and supplier perspectives. Fully informed by
the latest research, it explores different country contexts and how they impact upon the
customer experience; investigates the social, cultural and economic dimensions of customer
experience; provides case studies from a wide range of service industry sectors; and includes
industry perspectives and examples.
As we face global challenges like climate change and inequality, what if women could use their
investments to build a cleaner, fairer and more sustainable world? Financial feminism – the
belief in the financial equality of women – has been gathering momentum, largely in the context
of the gender pay gap: on average a woman earns 80% of what a man does. But there’s
another gap – the gender investing gap – which shows women are investing less than men,
saving less for retirement and parking more in cash. When compounded by the gender pay
gap, this results in a significant shortfall, but there’s more to financial feminism than simply
addressing these gaps: women also care about where their money is invested and the impact
it can have. In this practical and accessible guide, sustainable investing expert Jessica
Robinson shows how through financial feminism, women can use their financial power to
invest in a sustainable future and build the kind of world they want to live in. With jargon-free
explanations and real-world examples, she demystifies the financial services industry, breaks
down just what sustainable investing is and demonstrates the societal and environmental
impact of the investment decisions we make. Arming women with the information they need to
get started – and keep going – she hopes that more women will embrace financial feminism,
invest to grow their own wealth and, in doing so, use their financial decisions to demand a
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better world.
Without a doubt, Global Economic Trends have sustainably changed today's economic and
socioeconomic landscape, and the transformational power of GETs will drive industries and
markets to a new secular destination. However, there are substantial uncertainties over future
economic growth, arising from the complex interplay of domestic and global determinants,
including such diverse factors as demographics, advances in technology, capital availability,
scarcity of resources, domestic policies and global trade, regimes, environmental policies and
financial regulations. Aligning the right information to successfully plan and to implement
management principles is challenging to corporations, especially when addressing resource
and investment decisions. Therefore, corporations need to establish organizational measures
to incorporate the risks associated to GETs into the strategic management process, and to
avoid harm to the corporate portfolio. The scientific contribution of this thesis is a tool called
GET assessment framework, which can be applied within strategic business planning to tackle
risks associated to GETs. The intent of the tool is to analyze the impact of a trend to the actual
business situation of the corporation, and to help the management to formulate and to
establish counter measures within a scenario planning. To prove its applicability, the GET
scarcity of resources is used to demonstrate how the shortage of oil is affecting a virtual
corporation that is operating within the chemical industry, which is a recent problem to
business planning in the industry. Using the concept of corporate evaluation, which is
introduced within the assessment framework, potential risks are identified. By this means,
external risks are mapped to the internal environment of the corporation and countermeasures
are developed.
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In Principles of Quantitative Equity Investing, pioneering financial researcher Dr. Sugata Ray
demonstrates how to invest successfully in US equities with quantitative strategies, using
rigorous rule sets to decide when and what to trade. Whether you're a serious investor,
professional advisor, or student of finance, Ray will help you determine the optimal quantitative
rules for your investing objectives, and then "backtest" their performance through any historical
time period. He demonstrates each key technique using state-of-the-art Equities Lab software
-- and this book comes with 20 weeks of free access to Equities Lab, plus a discount on its
purchase. Ray covers key topics including stock screening, portfolio rebalancing, market
timing, returns and dividends, benchmarks, bespoke measures, and more. He also presents a
series of powerful screens built by many of the world's most successful investors. Together,
this guidebook and software combine to offer a turnkey solution for creating virtually any
quantitative strategy, and then accurately estimating its performance and risk characteristics -helping you systematically maximize your profits and control your risk.
A compelling argument for why stewardship of wealth and service to others should be our
highest financial priority Stewardship is the journey of financial insider John Taft towards
understanding and affirming the importance of stewardship—which he has come to define as
"serving others"—as a core principle for the financial services industry, the global financial
system, and society at large. By defining the attributes of authentic stewardship, this book
presents a path forward by analyzing the success of Canadian banks in weathering the
financial crisis; evaluates the effectiveness of global financial reform efforts in making the
financial system safer, sounder, and more secure; offers wealth management prescriptions for
individual investors; evaluates the potential of ESG (environmental, social, and governance)
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investment processes as a way to instill stewardship behaviors among corporate CEOs
(particularly at financial services firms); and, ultimately, calls for a return to stewardship's core
principles as the key to not only minimizing the scope and consequences of future failures, but
also to addressing other societal challenges. Argues for a return towards stewardship, with
financial services companies doing right by their customers Analyzes the response of
Canadian banks to the financial crisis to provide meaningful advice for investors and
businesses alike Inspired by Taft's experience running one of the largest wealth management
firms in the country during the financial crisis and his direct participation in subsequent
legislative and regulatory efforts to rewrite the rules under which the U.S. securities industry
operates From the man who made the decision to reimburse clients affected by the collapse of
a money market mutual fund comes a compelling look at why financial service companies
should start doing what's right for their customers.

As the economy becomes increasingly global, businesses need employees who
can work in teams that cross borders and transcend physical spaces. In Where in
the World Is My Team, fictional character Will Williams shares entertaining
anecdotes and practical advice to accustom readers to the challenges of a
global, virtual workplace. This easy-to-follow guide, ideal for managers and those
interested in succeeding in a global economy, introduces new technologies but
focuses especially on the six Key Performance Zones for global team
collaboration with briefing report summaries to emphasize key points.
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This book deals directly with the risk/return multiple trade-offs coming out of the
closely intertwined relationship between banking and real estate. The authors
explore how banks could embrace a more proactive approach to make the most
of their, mostly 'long only', exposure to real estate, and create positive spillover
effects on their real estate counterparts and the sector as a whole. It provides a
"state of the art" representation and analysis of the strategies that best practices
in banking are adopting to manage these issues and plan for a new set of
interrelations, driving a "virtuous circle" as opposed to the current one. Banking,
Lending and Real Estate is built on the academic knowhow and professional
expertise of the authors, who have been researching, writing and working on this
joint topic for over a decade. With its pragmatic approach, it allows the reader to
capture which leading hedge active and holistic approaches are available today
and proven to treat, for example, the banks' overexposure to this asset class; to
manage "unlikely to pay" and sub-performing positions; and to optimize the
recovery value coming from the work out of real estate related NPL (and
underlying assets). Case studies and relevant examples are provided, leveraging
on the authors' experience in consulting projects in the EMEA region and from
working with global, regional and domestic banks and the real estate players
acting across its value chain. This book will appeal to both academics and
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business practitioners within the banking, financial services and real estate
sectors, as well as professionals from financial and strategic/industrial advisory
working in those fields.
In den letzten Jahren haben sich die Ansprüche an die Kundenbetreuung im
Wealth Management wesentlich verändert. Vor dem Hintergrund aktueller Trends
und Herausforderungen untersucht Marco Nigsch, wie sich das Teamverständnis
in der Wealth-Management-Kundenbetreuung wandeln muss, um diesen
Ansprüchen gerecht zu werden. Dabei geht er auch dezidiert auf die Themen
Kundenakquisition, -bindung, -entwicklung sowie -rückgewinnung ein.
Designed to bridge the gap in terms of business knowledge between IT and
private wealth mangement /private banking .This book contains discussions on
boutique PWMs and family offices; recent trends in the private management
industry; portfolio constructi.
Global Private Banking and Wealth ManagementThe New RealitiesJohn Wiley &
Sons
A war for your money is raging and it is time to fight back! In a book that will
forever change how you spend your hard earned money, America’s favorite
financial coach, David Bach, shows you how to save thousands of dollars every
year by taking on the “corporate machines.” In these times when every dollar
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counts, big businesses are using dishonest tricks to rip you off, making
themselves billions while they keep you living paycheck to paycheck. David Bach
knows that until you learn to fight for your money, you will overpay for almost
everything you buy. In Fight for Your Money, he gives you the tools to FIGHT
BACK and WIN. Bach shows you how every dollar you spend is really a battle
between you and the businesses—and the government—who want to take it as
profit. When you know how the system is rigged –the extra points, the hidden
fees, the late charges, the unused tax breaks, the escalating rates—you can fight
back against the pickpockets and save literally thousands every year—money in
your pocket that can help you live your dreams. Fight for Your Money shows how
you are being taken on your cell phone contract, cable bill, car purchase, credit
card, life insurance, healthcare, 401(k) plan, airfare, hotel bills, and much more.
Bach gives you all the tools you need to fight back, with websites, phone
numbers, sample letters and real-life stories of ordinary people who have fought
for their money and won. You’ll learn how to: Beat the credit card companies at
the games they play that cost you thousands annually in interest and fees Make
your bank accounts work for you with higher yields and lower fees Save
thousands by pre-paying college tuition at TODAY’s prices Raise your credit
score and pay thousands less in mortgage interest Cut your life insurance
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premiums in half by making one call Save hundreds on air travel, hotels, and car
rentals—just by being an informed consumer Avoid huge rip-offs like bank-issued
gift cards, medical credit cards, 401(k) debit cards, and sneaky renewals of your
cell-phone plan. David Bach knows that when you are being taken financially,
you work harder than you have to, for longer than you need to. This book helps
you fight for your money, so you can live your life doing what you really want to
do.
An authoritative guide to the rise of Chinese shadow banking and its systemic
implications Shadow Banking in China examines this rapidly growing sector in
the Chinese economy, and what it means for your investments. Written by two
world-class experts in Chinese banking, including the Chief Advisor to the China
Banking Regulatory Commission and former Chairman of the Securities and
Futures Commission in Hong Kong, this book is unique in providing true, firsthand perspectives from authorities within the world's largest economy. There is
little widely-available information on China's shadow banking developments, and
much of it is rife with disparate data, inaccuracies and overblown risks due to
definitional and measurement differences. This book clears the confusion by
supplying accurate information, on-the-ground context and invaluable national
balance sheet analysis you won't find anywhere else. Shadow banking has
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grown to be a key source of credit in China, and a major component of the
economy. This book serves as a primer for analysts and investors seeking real,
useful information about the sector to better inform investment decisions.
Discover what's driving the growth of shadow banking in China Learn the truth
about both real and inflated risks Dig into popular rhetoric and clarify common
misconceptions Access valuable data previously not published in English Despite
shadow banking's critical influence on the Chinese economy, there have been
very few official studies and even fewer books written on the subject.
Understanding China's present-day economy and forecasting its future requires
an in-depth understanding of shadow banking and its inter-relationship with the
banking system and other sectors. Shadow Banking in China provides
authoritative reference that will prove valuable to anyone with financial interests
in China.
This open access Pivot demonstrates how a variety of technologies act as
innovation catalysts within the banking and financial services sector. Traditional
banks and financial services are under increasing competition from global IT
companies such as Google, Apple, Amazon and PayPal whilst facing pressure
from investors to reduce costs, increase agility and improve customer retention.
Technologies such as blockchain, cloud computing, mobile technologies, big data
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analytics and social media therefore have perhaps more potential in this industry
and area of business than any other. This book defines a fintech ecosystem for
the 21st century, providing a state-of-the art review of current literature,
suggesting avenues for new research and offering perspectives from business,
technology and industry.
This book explores the profound transformation that has taken place in European insurance
legislation since January 2016. Expert contributions discuss the changes that have taken place
in the supervision of insurance and reinsurance undertakings through an economic risk-based
approach. They outline the European insurance market before going on to show how Solvency
II and Insurance Distribution Directive (IDD) are expected to generate significant benefits and
have a positive impact on all parties involved in the insurance industry, the supervisory
authorities and the insured. They also show how Solvency II is likely to benefit the economy as
a whole, promoting more efficient allocation of capital and risk in a financial stability framework.
This volume will be of interest to academics and researchers in the field of insurance
regulation.
The credit crunch is affecting every investor and every consumer, every industry and every
government program, yet few people truly understand how it happened. Subprime mortgages
have been center stage, but behind the scenes a conspiracy of greed among bankers,
investors, rating agencies and regulators has imperiled everyone's financial future. We need to
know what went wrong and how to change the practices that led to this calamity. Bloomberg
columnist Mark Gilbert shows how Wall Street's tolerance for extremes made the global credit
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crunch both foreseeable and inevitable. He offers a blow-by-blow account of what went wrong
and what lessons need to be learned from the crisis. Gilbert's argument—that everyone with
skin in the money game had a vested interest in pretending that nothing could go awry—is a
well-defended, compelling indictment of the financial community. Gilbert is able to make
complex financial events easy to understand. His outlook is truly global: this financial crisis
respects no geographical boundaries, and Gilbert draws on anecdotes and examples from
around the world to make his case.
A value management framework designed specifically for bankingand insurance The Value
Management Handbook is a comprehensive,practical reference written specifically for bank
and insurancevaluation and value management. Spelling out how the finance andrisk functions
add value in their respective spheres, this bookpresents a framework for measuring – and
more importantly,influencing – the value of the firm from the position of theCFO and CRO.
Case studies illustrating value-enhancing initiativesare designed to help Heads of Strategy
offer CEOs concrete ideastoward creating more value, and discussion of "hard" and "soft"skills
put CFOs and CROs in a position to better influence strategyand operations. The challenge of
financial services valuation isaddressed in terms of the roles of risk and capital, andbusinessspecific "value trees" demonstrate the source ofsuccessful value enhancement initiatives.
While most value management resources fail to adequately addressthe unique role of risk and
capital in banks, insurance, and assetmanagement, this book fills the gap by providing
concrete,business-specific information that connects management actions andvalue creation,
helping readers to: Measure value accurately for more productive value-basedmanagement
initiatives and evaluation of growth opportunities Apply a quantitative, risk-adjusted value
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management frameworkreconciled with the way financial services shares are valued by
themarket Develop a value set specific to the industry to inspireinitiatives that increase the
firm's value Study the quantitative and qualitative management frameworksthat move CFOs
and CROs from measurement to management The roles of CFO and CRO in financial firms
have changeddramatically over the past decade, requiring business savvy and theability to
challenge the CEO. The Value Management Handbookprovides the expert guidance that leads
CFOs and CROs toward betterinformation, better insight, and better decisions.
An insightful overview of the keys to world-class client service in the private banking sector As
the number of wealthy individuals around the world increases, private banking and wealth
management companies have grown to keep pace. After the fast growth the long term success
is predicated on both winning and keeping clients, making a client-centric model a must.
Private Banking: Building a Culture of Excellence provides a clear, easy-to-follow guide to
building a committed base, written by an industry expert. Presenting an overview of the
elements required to build a successful and client-focused private bank that delivers the kind of
care and excellence wealthy clients demand, the book even includes real-life examples for a
better understanding of concepts and, to help you achieve your goal. Outlines how to
implement a practical strategy for success in the growing private banking sector Explores the
key drivers in the private banking industry as well as the most recent developments in the
environment to help you stay on top of customer demands Includes case studies and other
resources to show the keys to private banking done right in action Private Banking provides
useful, hands-on advice for building a strong, lasting business in the private banking sector.
Witness how the FDIC manages your money during financial crises Inside the FDIC tells the
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real stories behind bank failures and financial crises to provide a direct account of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation and other bank regulators. Author John Bovenzi served in
senior level positions within the FDIC for over twenty years, including a decade as the Deputy
to the Chairman and Chief Operating Officer. This book describes what he witnessed as the
person in charge of day-to-day operations, as a nearly invisible agency grew to become a
major, highly independent force impacting US financial markets. Readers will learn how the
FDIC and other bank regulators use the power of the federal government, spend other people's
money, and approach decision-making. This book takes readers inside the FDIC to showcase:
The FDIC's emergence as a major market influence How ten FDIC chairmen helped shape the
US financial regulatory system Internal conflicts between the FDIC and other bank regulatory
agencies Pressures and challenges presented by financial crises Since the early 1980s, over
3,400 banks have failed. These failures weren't steady, regular, and easily predictable events;
periods of tranquility were followed by turmoil, booms led to busts, and peaceful complacency
often turned to sudden devastation. Inside the FDIC chronicles it all, from the perspective of a
first hand witness inside the agency responsible for calming the storm.
The Capital Markets: evolution of the financial ecosystem is the new standard providing
practical text book style coverage of this dynamic market and its products. Written by the
former President of BNY Mellon Capital Markets, LLC for both financial professionals and
novices, The Capital Markets provides a comprehensive macro view of the marketplace and
how its products operate. The subject matter offers an authoritative discussion of the
fundamentals of both, the fixed income and equity markets, underwriting, securitizations,
derivatives, currency among other products through the lens of leading industry practitioners.
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Key Learning Concepts Understand the impact of both global and domestic regulatory changes
Learn about the products that holistically make up the capital markets Explore the components
of the infrastructure that underpins these markets Examine the tools used for trading and
managing risk Review new product innovations
Private banking faces increasing pressure from various sources, resulting in consistently
diminishing margins. Continuing to follow conventional strategies will not solve these problems
and therefore calls for different approaches. This is where the blue ocean strategy (BOS)
approach comes into play. Developed by two INSEAD professors, this concept aims at
creating an uncontested market space without competition, where new client groups are
served through high-value offerings. In this book, Dr. Marc Strauss, a former top management
consultant and private banking expert, with considerable experience in strategy creation and
implementation, comprehensively applies the BOS approach to the field of private banking.
Through his book, Dr. Strauss offers various benefits to both academics and practitioners by: Conducting a complete and consistent run-through of the entire BOS formulation process Creating a tailored framework to evaluate and build an actionable BOS blueprint - Developing
a concrete BOS for an exemplary private bank, including the formulation of a distinct
(operating) business model - Creating a business case to describe the commercial viability of
the new BOS private banking unit and the combined Entity - Providing practitioners with "food
for thought"
High Net Worth Individuals (HNWIs) pose significant challenges to tax administrations due to
the complexity of their affairs, their revenue contribution, the opportunity for aggressive tax
planning, and the impact of their compliance behaviour on ...
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Apart from MiFID, the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD) may be the
most important European asset management regulation of the early twenty-first century. In this
in-depth analytical and critical discussion of the content and system of the directive, thirty-eight
contributing authors – academics, lawyers, consultants, fund supervisors, and fund industry
experts – examine the AIFMD from every angle. They cover structure, regulatory history,
scope, appointment and authorization of the manager, the requirements for depositaries and
prime brokers, rules on delegation, reporting requirements, transitional provisions, and the
objectives stipulated in the recitals and other official documents. The challenging implications
and contexts they examine include the following: – connection with systemic risk and the
financial crisis; - nexus with insurance for negligent conduct; - connection with corporate
governance doctrine; - risk management; - transparency; - the cross-border dimension; liability for lost assets; - impact on alternative investment strategies, and - the nexus with the
European Regulation on Long-Term Investment Funds (ELTIFR). Nine country reports,
representing most of Europe’s financial centres and fund markets add a national perspective
to the discussion of the European regulation. These chapters deal with the potential
interactions among the AIFMD and the relevant laws and regulations of Austria, France,
Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, Liechtenstein, The Netherlands, Malta and the United Kingdom.
The second edition of the book continues to deliver not only the much-needed discussion of
the inconsistencies and difficulties when applying the directive, but also provides guidance and
potential solutions to the problems it raises. The second edition considers all new
developments in the field of alternative investment funds, their managers, depositaries, and
prime brokers, including, but not limited to, statements by the European Securities and Markets
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Authority (ESMA) and national competent authorities on the interpretation of the AIFMD, as
well as new European regulation, in particular the PRIIPS Regulation, the ELTIF Regulation,
the Regulation on European Venture Capital Funds (EuVeCaR), the Regulation on European
Social Entrepreneurship Funds (EUSEFR), MiFID II, and UCITS V. The book will be warmly
welcomed by investors and their counsel, fund managers, depositaries, asset managers,
administrators, as well as regulators and academics in the field.
Women’s Quick Facts is the indispensable resource on the status and contribution of women.
The only resource of its kind, it is a book that will be highly sought after for multiple uses, both
in the US and globally. It is unique with more than 310 sources and resources cited. It is about
the game changers- organizations, media entities, businesses, resource institutions, and
women’s associations, all driving towards progress.
The Nature of Risk is a short, beautifully illustrated and easy-to-understand book written to
help readers face one of modern life's most important and difficult tasks—confronting risk. Free
of complicated theories or formulas, The Nature of Risk relies instead on a simple story
featuring a cast of familiar, forest-dwelling animals, each of which embodies a different
approach to risk management. At least one of these approaches will seem familiar to every
reader—whether they knew they had an approach to risk management or not. Then, as the
story unfolds, the strengths and weaknesses of each approach will be revealed through a
series of "natural" tests. Finally, at the conclusion of the story, readers will come to a short
review section designed to help them frame their first attempts at managing risk—with or without
professional help.
This global handbook provides an up-to-date and comprehensive overview of shadow banking,
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or market-based finance as it has been recently coined. Engaging in financial intermediary
services outside of normal regulatory parameters, the shadow banking sector was arguably a
critical factor in causing the 2007-2009 financial crisis. This second volume explores three
particular domains of shadow banking. The first domain deals with the macro-economic
fundamentals of the respective shadow banking segments: Why do they exist, what problems
do they solve and why are some of their embedded risks so persistent? The second domain
captures the global dimensions of shadow banking markets, reviewing the particularities and
specifics of various shadow banking systems around the world. Volume II concludes with an
extensive overview of how the sector has changed since the financial crisis, focusing on
regulatory arbitrage, contract imperfection and governance. Closing on unresolved issues and
open-ended questions that will no doubt remain prominent in the shadow banking sector for
years to come, this handbook is a must-read for professionals and policy-makers within the
banking sector, as well as those researching economics and finance.
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